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A B S T R A C T

Aim: This study investigated the effect of voluntary motor effort during a low-intensity (30% maximal voluntary contraction [MVC]) muscle exercise training program on increasing muscle strength.

Materials and methods: Eighteen young and healthy individuals were randomly assigned to one of three groups: high mental effort (HME), low mental effort (LME), or a no-training control (CTRL) group. Training lasted for 6 weeks (15 min/day, 5 days/week). The participants’ right-elbow flexor muscle strength was measured before and after the training program.

Key findings: After training, the HME group gained 20.47 ± 8.33% (P = 0.01) strength while the LME and CTRL groups had negligible strength changes (1.89 ± 0.96% and 3.27 ± 2.61%, respectively; P > 0.05) despite muscle contraction intensity (30% MVC) sustained during training was the same for the HME and LME groups. These results suggest that the level of effort involved in resistance exercise training plays a critical role in determining the amount of strength augmentation.

Significance: The finding that high effort combined with low-level physical exercise training can significantly increase muscle strength has rehabilitation applications as many patients and frail older adults have difficulties in participating in high-intensity exercise training such as lifting heavy weights. High effort plus low-level muscle exercise might serve as a safe training regimen for effective muscle strengthening in vulnerable populations.

1 Introduction

It is widely accepted by public and perhaps a majority in the scientific community that muscle strength is dependent on mass or size of the muscle, and muscles strengthen in response to appropriate stress or training intensity. Historically, most strength training programs have emphasized that, for maximum strength gain, training should be conducted at load intensities that are at or near the maximum level and last long enough for all motor units/muscle fibers in a muscle or muscle group to be fully activated. Many studies [1–4] have shown a load-strength relationship, with almost zero strength gain at low loads, highest strength gain at a high but still sub-maximal load, and then decreasing moderately as the load reaches the maximum. In a study near a half century ago [5], subjects trained for 12 weeks at 33% maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) level till exhaustion in each session, but they experienced no strength gain, thus confirming that higher load intensities are required for increasing muscle strength. Other earlier studies [6,7] made similar discoveries and the observations had led to a widely accepted opinion that if the training intensity is ~66% MVC, it would be difficult to achieve a significant muscle strength increase [1].

However, later research has reported that training-induced muscle size enlargement or hypertrophy does not match or fully explain the strength increase seen during the initial training period [8]. Thus, even though muscle hypertrophy plays an important role in long term strength increase, the augmentation shown during early weeks of training is mainly instigated by neural adaptations rather than muscular changes. More investigators [9,10] further examined and confirmed the notion that neural adaptations can result in significant strength gain. Many recent studies [11–19] have reported that subjects who underwent training with motor imagery or mental practice, i.e. performing covert muscle contractions without noticeable muscular activities, resulted in significant strength improvement. In the study by Yue and Cole [18], one group participants performed high-intensity isometric contractions of the left hypothenar muscle (little finger abductor) for 4 weeks, five sessions per week while another group imagined producing these same, high-effort isometric contractions. They found that the group that performed high-intensity physical contractions
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had a 30% strength increase while the group that performed high-effort imagined contractions had a 22% increase. The strength gain in the imagery training group was attributed to alterations occurred in central motor programming and planning rather than adaptations within the muscle, as it was quiescent during training. Ranganathan et al. [12] also showed that training with mental imagery of strong muscle contractions resulted in significant strength gains in both small distal (little finger abductor) and large proximal (elbow flexor) muscles of the upper limb and that these strength additions were accompanied by an increase in movement-related cortical potentials (MRCP), triggered by multiple trials of the finger abduction and elbow flexion MVCs and considered as a measurement of descending command for the intended motor action [12,20].

Given the fact that many motor imagery studies discovered that significant strength gain can be achieved even without muscle exercise, it appears that strength can be augmented as long as the effort involved in the intended motor action is high. The current pilot study tested this hypothesis by having two groups of participants undergo a six-week training program involving elbow flexion contractions at 30% MVC with one group engaging in high effort during each contraction while the other group low effort. It was hypothesized that the participants trained by the high effort elbow flexion task would gain a significant amount of strength but those trained by the low effort contractions would not despite the fact that both groups physically exercised at the same intensity level (30% MVC).

2. Methods

Eighteen (18–35 years) young and healthy volunteers were recruited and randomly assigned into three groups: high mental effort (HME, n = 6); low mental effort (LME, n = 6); and a no-training control (CTRL, n = 6) group. A majority of the participants were college students who were active but not involved in any type of regular exercise (such as lifting weights or running regularly each week) in the past year. None of the participants had a history of neurological or musculoskeletal disorders, nor was any of them an athlete prior to the study. The training lasted for 6 weeks (15 min/day and 5 days/week Monday through Friday). The local Institutional Review Board approved the study and all participants gave their informed consent prior to participation.

2.1. Training protocol

During training, participants sat comfortably in an experimental chair with their right arm attached to a force transducer device. In each trial, those in the HME group exerted elbow flexion force of the right arm to a target (30% MVC) displayed on an oscilloscope as a horizontal cursor/line. In each trial while keeping the force roughly on the target (they were told not to pay close attention to accurately match the force with the target as long as the force stayed at about the target), they urged the forearm to push upward maximally for ~15 s against the wrist cuff of the force transducer device and then rested for 15 s before performing the next trial. In the HME contraction process, participants exerted a low level of physical activity (~30% MVC) and imagined (internal imagery) at the same time that they are contracting their muscle as hard as possible. In other words, in their mind they wanted or intended to make a maximal elbow flexion in each trial; and therefore, their effort was high. A total of 30 HME trials were performed in each training session. Throughout each training session the subjects were verbally encouraged to exert their maximal effort in performing the trials.

Participants in the LME group, similar to HME, performed 30 trials (30 s each followed by a 30-s rest) in each training session. In each trial, they exerted a low-intensity, 30% MVC force to match the target displayed on the oscilloscope and at the same time watched an entertaining video (e.g., a movie) of their choice previously recorded on a tape. Because subjects did not pay much attention to the on-going muscle contraction, their mental effort for the motor task was considered to be low. In order for the participants in the LME group not to pay close attention to match the exerted force with the target and at the same time their exerted force being not lower than the target when watching the video, they were advised to exert a force that could be a slightly higher than the target level to create a positive margin between the exerted force and target that would allow fluctuations of the force (due to lack of attention) above or near the target. The CTRL group participated in all measurement sessions, but did not undergo any training.

2.2. Force measurement

Elbow flexion force was measured by a force sensor (JR3 Universal Force-Moment Sensor System, Woodland, CA) with subjects seated, their right hand placed in a wrist cuff, forearm in a neutral position with an elbow joint angle of -100°, and upper arm slightly abducted (around 15°) on the side of the torso [12]. The elbow was supported at hip height and the shoulders and torso were kept in position using restraints. Three trials (4–5 s per trial) were performed in each measurement session and the highest force among the trials was analyzed [18]. For each trial, participants were verbally encouraged to exert maximal force/strength. Strength measurements were made before training and after the 6-week training period. The strength measurement conditions (arm and body positions), and joint angles were carefully measured each time and maintained as consistently as possible over the sessions. In addition, the verbal instruction and encouragement for maximal force production were similar for all measurement sessions. The same force transducer system was used to measure the force during the HME and LME training. The force data were digitized at 100 samples per second using a data acquisition system (1401 Plus, Cambridge Electronic Design, Ltd., Cambridge, UK).

2.3. Statistical analysis

Due to pilot nature of the study, statistical analysis was performed using one-tail, paired t-test (within group) to compare the post-training strength measurement with the pre-training measurement within each group. Between-group values, including pre-training (baseline) strength, post-training strength, and percent increase were analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The level of significance was set at 0.05 for all statistical analyses. Results are given as mean ± SE.

3. Results

There was no significant difference in the pre-training strength values between groups (F(2,15) = 0.166, P = 0.849) (Fig. 1). Training intensity (elbow flexion force sustained during training) randomly sampled during the 6 week period was slightly higher (but not statistically significant, F(1,10) = 1.536, P = 0.244) for the LME than HME groups (Fig. 2). Periodic (~twice a week) surface EMG recordings did not show a significant difference in the biceps brachii (BB) and brachioradialis (BR) muscle activity level during training between the HME and LME groups, suggesting that likely the agonist-antagonist co-contraction level was also similar between the two groups (this is because if one group had a higher level of co-contraction or higher agonist antagonist muscle activity, then to maintain the same force the BB and/ or BR activation level should also be higher). Within-group comparisons revealed that the strength increased significantly after training in the HME group (t(5) = 2.405, P = 0.03) but the change was not significant in the LME group (t(5) = 1.086, P = 0.16). The elbow flexion strength of the CTRL group decreased six weeks after the baseline strength test but the change was not significant (t(5) = 1.801, P = 0.07). Groups comparisons in percent (%) strength change (post-training vs. pre-training) indicated that the increase was significantly greater in HME...
Muscle exercise intensity (percent elbow flexion force) during high mental effort (HME) and low mental effort (LME) training. The muscle training intensity during the 6-week period was similar (~30% MVC) between the LME and HME groups (P = 0.24).

(20.47 ± 8.33%) than LME (1.89 ± 0.96%) and CTRL (−3.27 ± 2.61%) groups (F(2,15) = 6.065, P = 0.01). Fig. 3 shows strength changes (relative to each group’s baseline) in the three groups.

4. Discussion

The major finding of this pilot study was that participants in the HME group had a significant strength increase but those in the LME group did not despite the fact that subjects in both groups trained their muscles (elbow flexors) at a similar activation intensity (~30% MVC). Since the only difference in the training programs for the two groups was the level of effort involved during the low-intensity physical exercise, it is reasonably to suggest that human muscle strength gain following a relatively short training program (e.g., 6 weeks in this study) depends primarily on the level of effort involved in the training, not muscle exercise intensity per se. The data suggest that the level of effort involved in generating a relatively low-level motor activity during training plays a critical role in determining strength gains. This explains repeated observations in recent years that human upper and lower limb muscles can be significantly strengthened even without noticeable muscle exercise as long as a strong intent or effort is involved in the envisioned muscle action during training. The application of this finding to medical rehabilitation is obvious as many frail patients and elderly persons are afraid of or feel difficult in engaging in high-intensity physical training such as weightlifting, yet these individuals are capable to carry out strong-willed mental exercises alone or combined with low-to moderate-level muscle contractions to strengthen their muscles [21]. Weakness is considered as a primary factor contributing to physical disability in aging [22–23] and other conditions [24–25]; yet, individuals with prominent muscle weakness are ones mostly challenged by conventional strength training. The finding of the current study points to a beneficial and cost-effective muscle strengthening therapy for populations enduring significant weakness.

4.1. Why high effort training can but low effort training cannot augment strength?

High mental effort training without muscle activation is essentially the same as internal or kinesthetic motor imagery (KMI) training. In KMI (also known as first-person imagery), a person imagines or mentally creates the feeling of performing the exercise from first-person perspective or within the body [17]. For instance, motor imagery training aimed at increasing strength using KMI emphasizes that the participant generates a similar feeling as he/she felt during a physical, strong muscle contraction [12,15,19]. Indeed, performing KMI generates obvious physiological responses such as increased heart rate, blood pressure and respiration rate [12]. An increase in movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) directly associated with and triggered by multiple maximal voluntary contractions (MVC) following KMI training suggests that intensified descending command is a consequence of the high effort training [12,17]. Augmented EMG signal during MVC following high effort training is an indication of improved motor unit recruitment and/or motor unit activation level [18,26] as a result of elevated MRCP. Thus, the significant strength gain seen in the HME group cannot be a result of covert or low-level muscle activation (psychoneuromuscular theory) or non-specific motivational effects [19], since the LME group during training also had similar or even slightly higher amount of muscle activities, but did not experience significant strength gains.

Explanations for the LME group not having a significant strength gain following six weeks exercise training at ~30% MVC level include, but not limited to (i) the effort was too low to induce meaningful adaptations in the brain to change the descending command for maximal force production, especially the subjects’ attention was directed to watching their favorite entertaining programs; (ii) the muscle exercise...
intensity was not high enough to inflict a significant increase in muscle mass; and (iii) the training was not able to significantly change muscle coordination such as reducing antagonist muscle activation or altering activation patterns among the synergists and antagonists during post-training strength measurement. It has often been reported that low intensity muscle exercise training (assuming the associated effort is also low) does not result in significant strength improvement [1] and our results are in agreement with this view.

The control of the low-intensity training task could be accomplished by lower-order motor centers located in the sub-cortical motor areas without significant participation by the cortical fields especially higher-order cortices such as secondary and association motor control cortices. This view is supported by our observation that the participants were able to sustain the force at roughly 30% MVC level without paying close attention (they were watching video programs) and people’s experience of walking while doing another activity such as a telephone conversation or reading a text message. On the other hand, the HME task involves internal imagery or strong intent to move that activates higher order cortical areas that strengthen or enhance the neural circuitry that controls the descending pathway projecting to and driving the trained muscle. Many functional imaging studies [27–29] have shown cortical motor-control network activation during various motor imagery tasks. Together, the findings suggest that the level of mental effort does play a crucial role in determining short-term strength gains for both conventional strength training as well as KMI training with or without combined low-intensity muscle exercise. It is worth noting that high intensity muscle contractions such as MVC always require high effort; that is the reason that conventional high-intensity strength training almost always leads to strength improvements even before muscular adaptions occur [30].

4.2. Why high effort training should combine with low-intensity muscle exercise?

A unique aspect of our HME training was the simultaneous performance of high-effort and low-intensity exercise. Many studies have reported that combining imagery and physical contractions result in the highest strength gain compared to physical contraction or mental imagery alone. However, the training protocols followed in these studies require some trials with physical contraction alone and remaining trials with mental contractions alone, but never a simultaneous physical and mental contraction together. In our study, the subjects exerted low levels of physical contraction (30% MVC) and imagined (internal imagery) at the same time that they are contracting their muscle as hard as possible. Similar to observations from other studies, this combination of mental and physical contraction is more effective than either one alone. One of the important implications of this finding is in clinical rehabilitation, where patients who can exert only low levels of force can combine high levels of mental effort to improve or at least maintain their muscle strength. In addition, maintaining low to moderate level physical exercise during high effort training may add extra benefit such as vascular and metabolic function gains within the exercised muscles.

4.3. Is effort training combined with low-intensity exercise better than effort training alone?

No direct comparisons have been made between the two types of effort training (with and without light exercise) aiming at improving muscle strength. However, the results made by the current study and Yao et al. [17] are worth for comparative evaluation. Both the studies examined healthy and young participants with six individuals in each group who underwent a six week high effort training program (one session each day M–F each week) for elbow flexion strength improvement. The only difference between the two training programs was that in Yao et al. [17] no physical activities were combined with the high effort training. The strength increase observed by Yao et al. [17] was 10.8% but that by the current study was 20.47%, an almost 10% difference, or the amount of strength gain was almost doubled in the combined protocol vs. high effort alone protocol (with no exercise performed). These preliminary observations suggest that a strength training regime combining strong effort with a low level of muscle activation can yield better training outcome (greater strength increase) than a similar effort training program but without added physical exercise, albeit both training regimes can yield significant strength gains. Perhaps by allowing a certain level of motor output to flow out the descending pathway to the target muscle, the motor control network at various levels may be more efficiently or effectively trained in a process in which the control system does not need to completely shut down the descending pathway while at the same time attempting to generate a strong muscle activation command.

4.4. Limitations and future direction

The small group sample size limits us from making strong conclusions, although a significant difference in strength gain was seen between the HME and LME training groups. Neural signals from central and peripheral nervous systems were not measured during pre- and post-training strength measurement sessions. The lack of nervous system signals accompanying the strength measurements hampers our ability to understand mechanisms behind the observations made by the study. Future studies could employ high density EEG or MEG to map dynamic sources of cortical signals arising during both the effort training and strength evaluation. Functional imaging such as fMRI would provide additional information regarding location and activation levels while participants perform HME vs. LME tasks, and plasticity of the events in the CNS as a result of the training programs. Both neural plasticity and muscular adaptations associated with longer training programs (as muscle structural changes such as hypertrophy take longer time to occur) should be quantified to distinguish central and peripheral contributions to the strength improvement. Finally the training regime of high effort combined with low level physical exercise needs to be tested in clinical populations with severe weakness that limits them from undergoing conventional strength training to determine whether such training is an effective muscle strengthening therapy.

5. Conclusions

This study demonstrates clear results that young and healthy individuals having undergone training with high mental effort for elbow flexion contractions combined with a low (30% maximal) level of physical elbow flexion exercise can significantly increase elbow flexion strength but those trained with a low level of effort combined with the same low level of physical elbow flexion exercise cannot. The level of mental effort involved in muscle strengthening plays a critical role in determining the amount of strength gain. The finding has potential application to medical rehabilitation in helping frail patients, older adults and injured athletes/persons gain or maintain muscle strength.
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